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English Translation of the German News article on page 1 
 
A Rheinen born as Bishop in Vancouver 
By Torsten Lehmann 
 

 The look into the weather app shows: Unfortunately, Jürgen Schmode cannot count on a 
"White Christmas" this year in Vancouver. The usual mild winter weather in Canada's West Coast 
metropolis awakens rather memories of the rainy (albeit beautiful) Christmas in his home in the 
north of Iserlohn. 

 But only few celebrate the feast of Jesus' birth as internationally as the 55-year-old, who is 
one of the founding members of the Rheinen Village Community Society. Besides Germans, 
British and French, people are expected from Poland, Sweden, the Netherlands, Spain, Italy, 
Greece, India, Sri Lanka, Iraq, the Philippines, China and Guatemala at Midnight Mass in the 
small Old Catholic Church of British Columbia, whose where Schmode is Bishop for eleven years. 

 "No matter where the people come from - we always celebrate it all together," says the 
native Hagener, who moved to Rheinen with his family at the age of twelve. 

 In 1978 he graduated from the secondary school in Hennen. "That was a very positive 
atmosphere there and has prepared me for life," recalls Schmode, who after the tenth grade at 
the vocational school for economics at the Hansaallee graduated his final high school in Altena. 

 It was followed by two years in Berlin, where he not only ran a small bookstore, but above 
all helped to found the social-missionary project "Start-Up 85", which still cares for people with 
intellectual disabilities, addictions or learning difficulties. 

 The wish to become socially committed on a Christian level and later to study Protestant 
theology in Heidelberg had grown over the years based on a family background: "We were 
always with the Pietist community in Schwerte." In the Pietism-based movement, Christians 
could do more for their spirituality in addition to attending worship in Lutheran churches. 

 For the first time, Schmode came into contact with the Old Catholic Church at his place of 
study. "After I was a member of the American Lutheran Church in Berlin and also had contact 
with many Americans, I wanted to return to an English-speaking community." And the English 
Church in Heidelberg, which has been around since the mid-18th century, used the same 
building with the Old Catholic Church, whose principles are very similar to the Lutheran. 

 Incidentally, it was clear at the beginning of his studies that he wanted to attend a Lutheran 
seminary in the USA and finally decided to spend a year studying at St. Paul in Minnesota. The 
study there pleased him much better than in Heidelberg, where they would have been a total of 
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2300 students and, for example, alone in an introduction to the Old Testament 500 in the lecture 
hall. "That's how many in St. Paul where in total; on average we only had twelve to fifteen per 
class. And the professors knew my name. It was a whole new experience." The library is ten 
times bigger. 

 How narrow-minded he was taught in Heidelberg, he had noticed particularly negatively, 
when once a co-student asked the professor whether there were foreign colleagues besides the 
Germans who should be read. "Then he looked at him – he would have torn him to pieces if he 
could have done that." And then he said to him, "There may still be one in England, but 
otherwise you do not need to read anything from foreigners. That's when Schmode thought, 
“That's pretty much a joke and narrow minded" In the US, on the other hand, many German 
authors were read, but also Americans, French, Italians, Spaniards, Belgians, and Latin 
Americans. "Once you know them, you have got different perspectives." 

 Since Jürgen Schmode did not have a scholarship, he had to work on the side, was an 
international student coordinator, did the closing service in a church and collected donations 
over the phone. And because he always did more than was necessary during his studies, 18-hour 
days were the rule rather than the exception - with corresponding effects: "I was able to drink 
two liters of Coke at 11 o'clock in the evening and still sleep." 

 After his internship in Nebraska 1989-90, he graduated in 1991, and went to Seattle to a 
small German-speaking community of the United Church of Christ, where he was ordained. 

 In 1993 he was appointed to the English / German-speaking Martin Luther congregation of 
the Lutheran Church in Vancouver, BC, Canada. Unlike at all his previous stations and above all in 
the Hennen homeland, where "the ecumenism would have been 1a", there was no cooperation 
at that time between Protestant and Catholic communities. Schmode wanted to change that and 
therefore introduced himself by letter to 25 churches in the area and asked about the interest in 
possible cooperation. "The only one who answered was Bishop Gérard A. LaPlante of the Old 
Catholic Church." 

 When, in 1994/95, Schmode's marriage to an Argentinean woman broke down, he was to 
take time off at the suggestion of his boss, but at the expense of unemployment insurance. He 
was upset and knew, "I need A) money and B) a roof over my head ." Because both was 
connected  to his work as a priest in the Lutheran communities. "Then Bishop Gérard said to me: 
why do not you come to us?" Since the two were very close in many theological and ethical 
issues - as the Lutheran and the Old Catholic understanding were in principle close - and there 
was the working priesthood in the Old Catholic Church, where the minister himself must provide 
for his livelihood, Schmode took the opportunity: "I liked the work and this independence." 
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 He was in between co-owner of two Russian submarines, which were converted into tourist 
attractions and used, and currently manages an office for German investors and their 
construction project with 160 houses. In addition, he is engaged up to 90 times a year by funeral 
homes, as many want the blessing for their last journey, but do not want to formally join a 
Church. 

 Whereby: "We are the only English-speaking community in the whole region that could not 
only maintain its membership, but even grew," said Schmode, who in 2007 was ordained a 
bishop by Bishop Gérard and with him, two deacons and eight priests currently cares for 2000 
believers. For comparison, the entire Old Catholic Church in Germany, with which the British 
Columbia was temporarily connected, has 15 000 faithful in 60 parishes. And even if The Old 
Catholic Church of BC is in comparison to the Roman Catholic "super little", they are  recognized 
by Rome, respected and treated like a sister church, even if they have, for example, no celibacy. 

 One reason for the increase in believers is definitely  that in the community everyone will 
be accepted even with sometimes little English knowledge. "In the Catholic Church, a lot is 
transferred by symbolism." You don’t have to understand every word "Much more important is 
that you still feel at home at the moment. We are one in our hearts, and even those who only 
speak English moderately feel part of the whole. " 
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Baptism of  Noah Passion 
10 March 2019 

Fr. Martin Lotho officiated the Sacrament of Baptism 

to Noah Pasion.   

On the photos are parents and godparents. 

Newly baptized Noah with parents,  

grandparents, godparents and friends. 
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Baptism of  Jewel Danielle Gemido   
10 March 2019 

Fr. Martin Lotho officiated the 

Sacrament of Baptism of  

Jewel Danielle Gemido. 

 

On the photos are mother,  

godparents, and friends. 
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Funeral Service for Mrs. Muriel Wulf  née Pelletier 
Holy Trinity Old Catholic Church  

10 March 2019 

Bishop Gérard LaPlante and  

Fr. Dana Updegrove 

Bishop Gérard LaPlante, Fr. Dana Updegrove and 
Fr. Gary Wulf 

Relatives of Mrs. Muriel Wulf 

Mrs. Muriel Wulf , the beloved wife of Rev. Fr. Gary Wulf - former rector of the Church. 
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Funeral Service for Mrs. Muriel Wulf  née Pelletier 
Holy Trinity Old Catholic Church  

10 March 2019 

Parishioners 

Fr. Gary Wulf with relatives 

Eternal rest  

grant unto the soul of 

Muriel Wulf , O Lord; 

May Your  

Perpetual Light 

shine upon her. 

May she rest in peace. 

Amen. 


